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25 Horseshoe Bend Lane, Kelvin View

 Date to be set in June if not 

up little pieces of coloured crepe paper, 
scrunch them into a ball and, using our 
pear-shaped pots of glue, stick them 
onto the shops and buildings. The Fire 
Station needed to be red, definitely.  The 
sky had to be blue, and the road black. 
Everything else was up for grabs as 
long as it could be negotiated within the 
realms of six-year-old diplomacy.   For 
weeks, in that last hot hour of the day, 
we lay quietly on the carpet, carefully 
creating a community. 

I now live in a rural setting, and my 
closest town is ten kilometres away, 
nestled in the hills.   The main street is 
wide and tree-lined, with deep paved 
gutters. There are no traffic lights or 
roundabouts. It is exactly as if that 
poster leapt off the paper and came 
to life, in three glorious dimensions. 
There really is a butcher, a hairdresser, 
a newsagent, a café, a bakery, a fire 
station, a bank, and a school. There’s 
also a brand new library, a historical 
society, a tourism information centre, 
an op shop, and other shops selling 

Finding that community

Sociologists, town planners and other experts spend countless hours 
debating the meaning of community and how best to create it in cities and 
new developments. KATE ROTHERHAM believes they need look no further 

than north-east Victoria 
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everything from antiques to boutique 
clothing. My adult self loves the real life 
version just as much as my six-year-old 
self loved the paper version. 

But charming streets alone do not 
a community make. For me, it’s the 
intangibles that cement community.  The 
friendships and the networks, the various 
groups and the causes they promote, the 
volunteers, the celebrations, the coming 
together, the shared experiences and 
the very real connections.  It’s knowing 
people in a true sense; their strengths, 
their families and their passions.  It’s 
also about allowing yourself to be 
known.  Perhaps the ‘Cheers’ theme song 
puts it best – “sometimes it’s nice to go, 
where everybody knows your name”.  

My community organises an annual 
folk festival; there’s a thriving arts 
organisation, endless sporting options, 
film nights, a local radio station and 
newspaper. There are groups for readers, 
bike riders, dramatists, even circus skills 
classes.  There’s a community garden, 
as well as a food swap initiative where 

One hot, sticky afternoon in 
Grade 1, the permanently 
cheerful Miss Kidson rolled an 
enormous length of butchers’ 

paper across our classroom floor.   There 
was a road drawn up the middle, and 
both sides of the street were single 
story buildings, each neatly labelled: 
Newsagency, Butcher, Post Office, 
Hospital, Fire Station, School, Bank, 
Library. There was a ripple of shared 
wonder as we took it all in. 

“This,” beamed Miss Kidson, “is a 
community.”  

I loved the concept immediately.  
‘Community’. I rolled the word around 
in my mouth, trying to get it right.  I was 
a little kid in a big city.  I had no idea 
where the fire station or the hospital 
was; they were somewhere ‘out there’ in 
a great sprawling metropolitan mystery. 
I craved this neat, ordered place where 
everything was lined up in one cute little 
street. 

Each day, in small groups of four, we 
gathered around it. Our task was to tear 
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residents share their extra produce. 
Sociologists would be tripping over 
themselves trying to analyse our ‘social 
capital’ which would fall somewhere 
on the scale between ‘extraordinary’ 
and ‘unbelievable’. Traffic and parking 
issues are non-existent here, yet 
excellent medical services and fantastic 
kindergarten, primary, secondary and 
tertiary education are all within a 30 
minute radius. 

When terrible things happen, and they 
do, our community takes a collective 
hit.  We stagger backwards and gasp for 
air.  Suddenly it is not a stranger’s face 
in the newspaper, but one of our own.  
We know them because our lives are a 

Kate Rotherham is a writer and creative writing 
tutor based outside Yackandandah. Kate’s 
monologue ‘As a Mouse’ will be performed in 
Sydney in May this year as part of the Mothers 
Mamapalooza theatre project on domestic 
violence.  www.katerotherham.com.au

constant tangle of interaction, at school 
gates, in doctors’ waiting rooms and in 
supermarket aisles. This is life in a small 
rural community, and sometimes it hurts. 
In empty days of desperate soul-crushing 
grief we visit, we cook, we talk and we 
hug.  We try and find a path through the 
senseless injustice of it all together. 

I love the idea of town planners 
integrating nature into dense city living, 
maximising the value of every tree and 
making every blade of grass count. But 
where I live we don’t have to ration out 
our greenery.  Here, nature play with 
children is as simple as an afternoon 
splashing in the local creek, or sitting 
quietly to watch an echidna waddle 

across the back paddock.   There is a 
deep richness and quality to country 
life that I wish city folks, swamped with 
harried crazy-busy lives and impossible 
mortgages, would stop for a moment to 
consider. 

As I walk down High Street, 
Yackandandah, my little ones skipping 
ahead and behind me, we pass the 
newsagent, the bakery and the bank, 
stopping frequently to talk with friends.  

And I smile, realising I am now part 
of the community I started looking for 
a long time ago, when I first stuck a red 
blob of crepe paper on the Fire Station. 
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